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Cell adhesion to the extracellular matrix (ECM), mediated by transmembrane receptors of the integrin family, is exquisitely 
sensitive to biochemical, structural, and mechanical features of the ECM. Talin is a cytoplasmic protein consisting of a 
globular head domain and a series of α-helical bundles that form its long rod domain. Talin binds to the cytoplasmic domain 
of integrin β-subunits, activates integrins, couples them to the actin cytoskeleton, and regulates integrin signaling. Recent 
evidence suggests switch-like behavior of the helix bundles that make up the talin rod domains, where individual domains 
open at different tension levels, exerting positive or negative effects on different protein interactions. These results lead us 
to propose that talin functions as a mechanosensitive signaling hub that integrates multiple extracellular and intracellular 
inputs to define a major axis of adhesion signaling.
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Introduction
Cell adhesion to the ECM is fundamental to multicellular life. 
Deletion of major integrins or ECM proteins impairs the de-
velopment and survival of multicellular organisms (Danen 
and Sonnenberg, 2003; Dzamba and DeSimone, 2018). It is a 
requirement for cell cycle progression of normal mammalian 
cells and survival of most normal cell types. Integrins comprise 
the main family of ECM receptors (Hynes, 1992) and are linked 
to the actin cytoskeleton via multicomponent protein adhesion 
complexes of varying sizes and compositions, thus connecting 
intracellular and extracellular structures. Integrin-mediated ad-
hesions sense the mechanical features of the matrix, including 
stiffness, texture, and externally applied strains, transducing 
these forces into biological signals (Iskratsch et al., 2014). They 
further serve as signaling hubs that coordinate multiple inputs to 
regulate cell behavior (Cabodi et al., 2010). Talin plays a central 
role in cell adhesion, first by converting integrins to high-affinity 
states (“activation”) and by coupling integrins to the cytoskele-
ton. Indeed, deletion of talin results in developmental defects 
in multiple organisms that resemble total loss of integrins 
(Monkley et al., 2000).

Talin is a large (270 kD) multidomain cytosolic protein (Fig. 1) 
that links integrins to F-actin in part via binding of its N-termi-
nal FERM domain to integrin cytoplasmic domains as well as via 
two sites in its C-terminal flexible rod domain that bind F-ac-
tin (Calderwood et al., 2013). These binding events are followed 
by application of tension from actomyosin that acts on the talin 
rod, triggering recruitment of a second actin-binding protein, 

vinculin (Humphries et al., 2007; del Rio et al., 2009; Yao et al., 
2014). This mechanism thus strengthens adhesions under ten-
sion, a form of mechanosensitivity (del Rio et al., 2009; Carisey 
et al., 2013; Yao et al., 2014).

Despite the presence of the same core components, adhe-
sion complexes are strikingly diverse. Highly dynamic tran-
sient adhesions enable cell migration; dynamic and proteolytic 
adhesions mediate invasion; stable adhesions promote tissue 
organization; and specialized myotendinous junctions transmit 
very high forces for animal movements. Around the central core 
of integrin, talin, and actin, numerous additional proteins show 
selective recruitment that vary widely between adhesion types 
(Winograd-Katz et al., 2014; Horton et al., 2015), likely reflecting 
distinct effector, signaling, and mechanosensing functions.

The purpose of this perspective is to summarize existing 
knowledge and propose a new view of talin function. It is there-
fore split into two sections: the first section reviews recent data on 
talin and the emerging functional implications, and the second, 
more speculative section proposes that there exists a “talin code” 
of force-dependent interactions with signaling proteins and cy-
toskeletal components, which exhibits some internal hierarchy. 
This view, where talin serves as a flexible mechanosensitive sig-
naling hub (MSH), has the potential to explain diverse responses 
of cells to distinct mechanical stimuli on different time scales.

Talin interactions and functions
The multiple domains with numerous force-sensitive binding 
sites in talin, coupled with their linear arrangement in the path 
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of force transmission (Fig. 1), provides opportunities for enor-
mous functional flexibility. This section summarizes recent 
findings on talin interactions and functions in coordinating ad-
hesion dynamics.

Adhesion dynamics
Regulated adhesion complex assembly and disassembly is vital 
for cell spreading and migration (Wehrle-Haller, 2012). In cells 
freshly plated on ECM or in rapidly migrating cells, activated in-
tegrins form small clusters under the lamellipodia. These small 
adhesions can either rapidly disassemble or can connect to larger 
actin templates and mature into slightly larger, more stable struc-
tures called focal complexes (Bachir et al., 2014; Changede et al., 
2015), which themselves either disassemble or further mature 
into much larger adhesive structures including focal adhesions 
(FAs; e.g., in contractile cells on rigid substrates), podosomes (in 
activated cells on soft substrates), or very stable adhesions as in 
myocytes or myofibroblasts (in highly contractile cells on rigid 
substrates; Yu et al., 2013; Changede et al., 2015). In all cases, talin 
is a major player in force-dependent adhesion growth and stabi-
lization (Giannone et al., 2003; Critchley, 2009; Kanchanawong 
et al., 2010; Austen et al., 2015; Changede et al., 2015; Kumar et 
al., 2016). Indeed, cardiac and skeletal muscle express an alterna-
tively spliced β1-integrin (β1D) with increased affinity for talin, 
a key event in exertion of ultra-high forces (Belkin et al., 1996; 
Anthis et al., 2010).

Force transmission between actin and integrins at the leading 
edges of migrating or spreading cells is mediated by a unique, 
dynamic mechanism in which talin plays a central role. Actin po-
lymerizes at cell edges and flows rearwards, pushed by the force 
generated by polymerization and/or pulled by myosin motors fur-
ther back in the cell (Ponti et al., 2004; Gupton and Waterman-
Storer, 2006). This retrograde flow of actin couples to integrins 
via talin, thereby exerting traction force on the matrix or sub-
strate for spreading, migration, or contraction. This force transfer 
must occur through highly dynamic bonds that exhibit variable 
coupling efficiency: the so-called FA clutch (Case et al., 2015).

Talin conformation and mechanotransduction
There are two talin isoforms, talins 1 and 2, that are 76% identi-
cal and have identical domain structure (Debrand et al., 2009). 
Both contain an N-terminal FERM domain containing four 
globular segments (F0 to F3), a disordered linker region, and a 
C-terminal rod with 13 four- and five-helix bundles (R1 to R13; 
Goult et al., 2013) terminating in a single α-helix that mediates 
homodimerization (dimerization domain [DD]; Fig. 1). With the 
exception of R8, which is positioned outside the force transmis-
sion pathway as will be discussed, the rod domains are arranged 
linearly like beads on a string, transmitting tension along the 
talin rod. At least 9 of the 13 rod domains contain cryptic vin-
culin-binding sites (VBSs; Gingras et al., 2005) that are exposed 
when unfolded by mechanical force, allowing vinculin binding 
and adhesion reinforcement. Talin is autoinhibited by an inter-
action between the head (F3) and R9, which must be released 
for actin and integrin binding and recruitment to FAs (Goksoy 
et al., 2008; Goult et al., 2009; Song et al., 2012; Ellis et al., 2013). 
Interaction of talin with negatively charged phosphatidylinosi-
tol 4,5-bisphosphate of the plasma membrane inner leaflet also 
contributes to talin activation and membrane association (Saltel 
et al., 2009; Elliott et al., 2010; Ye et al., 2016).

Force-dependent switching of binding partners to the R3 rod 
domain defines a mechanochemical switch
The best-studied talin activation pathway depends on the small 
GTPase Rap1, whose effector Rap1-GTP–interacting adaptor 
molecule (RIAM) binds directly to talin via a high-affinity RIAM 
binding site in R2–R3 (note that talin R8 and R11 also contain 
RIAM-binding sites [Goult et al., 2013; Chang et al., 2014] and 
that Rap1 has been shown to bind directly to talin F0 [Goult et al., 
2010; Zhu et al., 2017]). Rap1/RIAM recruits talin to the plasma 
membrane (Han et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2009) and antagonizes 
talin autoinhibition to promote integrin and actin binding. Im-
portantly, RIAM engages folded talin R3 (Fig. 2; Goult et al., 2013). 
R3 is the least stable of the 13 talin rod domains due to a cluster of 
four threonines in the central hydrophobic core of the four-helix 

Figure 1. Talin domain organization and inter-
actions. (A) Talin contains an N-terminal FERM 
domain (F0–F3) connected via an 80-aa unstruc-
tured linker to the 13 talin rod domains R1–R13. 
9 of the 13 rod domains contain VBSs (red).  
(B) Major binding sites for folded talin domains 
(black boxes) and unfolded domains (white boxes).
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bundle (Fillingham et al., 2005; Goult et al., 2013; Yao et al., 2014). 
Consequently, R3 opens under the relatively low force of 5 pN, 
converting the folded four-helix bundle into a string of helices 
that could be further unfolded into a disordered conformation. 
This transition exposes two high-affinity VBSs, which in the ab-
sence of force, were cryptic, buried inside the core of the folded 
R3. Therefore, force-dependent unfolding of R3 results in expo-
sure of VBS-recruiting vinculin while simultaneously disrupting 
RIAM binding, severing the link to Rap1 signaling. This switch in 
ligands is mirrored in cells, where an integrin–talin–RIAM com-
plex at the tip of cell protrusions (“sticky fingers”) is replaced 
by an integrin–talin–vinculin complex in mature, high-tension 
FAs, which are devoid of RIAM (Lagarrigue et al., 2015). This ex-
change of RIAM, bound to talin in the absence of force for vin-
culin in the presence of forces, thus defines a mechanochemical 
switch (Fig. 2, A and B).

Structural basis for talin rod interactions
To date, there have been no comprehensive proteomic analyses of 
the talin interactome; however, structural studies on ligands that 
bind talin rod domains have begun to reveal interesting themes. 
Deleted in liver cancer 1 (DLC1), a RhoGAP and tumor suppressor, 
binds the talin R8 domain via an α-helical leucine–aspartic acid 
(LD) motif (Li et al., 2011; Alam et al., 2014). Elucidation of the 
structure of the DLC1–talin complex (Zacharchenko et al., 2016) 
revealed a helix-addition mechanism with an amphipathic LD 
helix of DLC1 packed between two adjacent helices on the surface 
of the R8 four-helix bundle, effectively converting it to a five-helix 
bundle. These findings led to the realization that the talin-binding 
sequence (TBS) in RIAM is also an LD motif as well as the identi-
fication of paxillin, which has several LD motifs, as a novel talin 
ligand (Zacharchenko et al., 2016). R8 is structurally similar to the 
FAK FA targeting (FAT) domain, a four-helix bundle that also binds 
LD motifs (Hoellerer et al., 2003). Another class of LD motif–con-
taining proteins, the KANKs (kidney ankyrin repeat containing), 
bind to talin R7, a five-helix bundle (Bouchet et al., 2016; Sun et 
al., 2016b), and mediate connections of microtubules to adhesion 
complexes. Five-helix-bundle LD motif recognition is also shown 
with RIAM TBS1 binding the R11 five-helix bundle (Goult et al., 
2013). Helix addition thus appears to be a general mechanism for 
binding to talin rod domain helix bundles in their folded state.

Binding to folded talin rod domains is not, however, limited to 
LD motifs. Talin autoinhibition involves the F3 domain of talin, 
a phosphotyrosine binding domain binding to R9 (Goult et al., 
2009; Song et al., 2012). Thus, talin rod domains can interact with 
proteins via a variety of different mechanisms.

Mechanical constraints on talin
Talin contains three actin-binding sites (ABSs; Hemmings et 
al., 1996), with ABS1 in the N-terminal FERM domain (Lee et al., 
2004), ABS2 spanning R4–R8 (Atherton et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 
2016) in the center of the rod domain, and ABS3 in R13-DD at 
the C terminus (Fig. 1; McCann and Craig, 1997; Gingras et al., 
2008). This introduces the possibility of multiple paths of force 
transmission (Fig. 3). Indeed, studies in Drosophila melanogas-
ter strongly suggest that talin adopts distinct conformations in 
cell types with different cytoskeletal–ECM linkages (Klapholz et 
al., 2015). In cultured cells, the initial linkage is thought to in-
volve the talin FERM domain bound to integrin and the C-termi-
nal ABS3 bound to actin (Gingras et al., 2008; Kopp et al., 2010; 
Kumar et al., 2016; Ciobanasu et al., 2018). Adhesion maturation 
is accompanied by engagement of ABS2 with actin (Atherton et 
al., 2015), and mutational studies implicate ABS2 as the major site 
required for force transmission (Kumar et al., 2016). Whether 
ABS3 and ABS2 can be simultaneously bound to actin is unknown 
but seems plausible. These linkages imply the potential for dis-
tinct mechanical and conformational dynamics. Talin anchored 
to integrins via the FERM domain and to actin via ABS3 will sub-
ject the entire rod to tension; talin anchored through the FERM 
domain and ABS2 will only subject R1–R8 to tension; and talin 
anchored through ABS2 and ABS3 would subject R9–R12 domains 
to mechanical tension (Fig. 3). A further consideration of the me-
chanical constraints on talin arises from the additional linkages 
vinculin can make to actin filaments. These vinculin-mediated 
connections between talin and actin likely exert additional force 
vectors on talin, adding further context-dependent complexity to 
conformational arrangements adopted by talin.

The talin rod acts as a series of mechanochemical switches
The mechanical stability of each domain in the talin rod has been 
analyzed using high-precision magnetic tweezers (Yao et al., 
2016). Among the 13 rod domains, R3 is unique, not only because 

Figure 2. Talin rod domains as mechano-
chemical switches. (A–C) Each talin rod domain 
can adopt a number of conformations under dif-
ferent force regimes. (A) Folded bundle at low 
force. (B) Unfolded string of helices at forces 
above the mechanical threshold. (C) A fully 
unfolded polypeptide at high forces. Force-in-
duced domain unfolding leads to a switch in the 
ligand binding profile of that domain. Complete 
unfolding at high force will result in a linear poly-
peptide unable to bind folded-domain ligands or 
helix-binding ligands. While no ligands for this 
form have been identified so far, many proteins 
bind linear peptide motifs.
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it unfolds under the lowest force, but also because it undergoes 
rapid equilibrium unfolding and refolding. This allows R3 to re-
spond rapidly to changes in force (Yan et al., 2015). The two VBSs 
in R3 are the first to engage vinculin to initiate adhesion rein-
forcement. However, 9 of the other 12 talin rod domains contain 
one or more cryptic VBSs (Fig. 1), and stretching full-length talin 
in the presence of vinculin in vitro revealed that all 11 talin VBSs 
can be activated by stretching (Yao et al., 2016); indeed, vinculin 
binding to both N- and C-terminal regions of the talin rod has 
been observed in cells (Hu et al., 2016).

Examination of the full talin rod, R1–R13 (Yao et al., 2016), 
showed that all 13 rod domains exhibit fully reversible switch-like 
behavior, each one at a characteristic force level (Fig. 4). Indeed, 
unfolding of individual talin rod domains, when examined under 
a constant force loading rate (∼4 pN/s), required forces that var-
ied by fivefold (5–25 pN). Further, all 13 talin rod domains rapidly 
refold to their respective original folded conformations once the 
force is reduced to <3 pN (Yao et al., 2016). In other words, each 
talin rod domain undergoes mechanochemical switching with a 
rate depending on the level of tension and the specific cytoskele-
tal connections. These mechanical and structural considerations 
gain support from single-molecule superresolution microscopic 
studies in cells. Using talin tagged with N- and C-terminal fluoro-
phores, the distance between N and C termini was observed to be 
several times longer than the folded talin structure (Margadant 
et al., 2011). A substantial fraction of the bundles in talin rod (be-
tween one and nine domains; Yao et al., 2016) must therefore be 
unfolded in living cells.

While ligands for all 13 domains have not yet been identi-
fied, we predict that all or most rod domains may bind one set 
of ligands when in the folded state and different ligands when 
unfolded. Vinculin, which binds to nine of the unfolded do-
mains, is the canonical ligand for unfolded domains, but other 
ligands for unfolded domains seem likely. Discrete force-in-
duced conformational changes in each domain would thus en-
able talin to recruit distinct cytoskeletal, adaptor, and signaling 
proteins dependent on mechanical tension, the nature of the 
cytoskeletal linkage, and the cell type–dependent expression of 
ligands (Fig. 4).

One further prediction is that binding of ligands to helix bun-
dle domains will stabilize the state to which they are bound. This 
point has been demonstrated for vinculin, which stabilizes the 
open state of talin (Yao et al., 2014). Conversely, ligands bound 
to folded domains likely increase the tension required to unfold 
those domains. The ways in which talin structure and interac-
tions introduce complexity into cellular mechanical responses 
are central to the notion of the talin MSH.

The mechanochemical switch in R7 controls microtubule targeting 
to adhesion sites
One example that illustrates this potential regulatory complexity 
is KANK-dependent microtubule association to adhesion com-
plexes (Bouchet et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2016b). Microtubules do 
not stably associate with adhesion complexes, but cortical micro-
tubules are captured and stabilized in their vicinity; these tran-
sient contacts mediate adhesion disassembly via endocytosis of 
the integrins and associated proteins (Stehbens et al., 2014). Mi-
crotubule stabilization and capture around FAs involves a corti-
cal microtubule stabilization complex (CMSC), which comprises 
KANKs, the microtubule plus end–binding cytoplasmic linker– 
associated proteins (CLA SPs; required for microtubule localization 
to FAs; Stehbens et al., 2014), and multiple other cortical adapters 
(Sun et al., 2016a; Bouchet and Akhmanova, 2017). The CMSC ac-
cumulates around FAs and stabilizes microtubule plus ends at the 
cell cortex (van der Vaart et al., 2013). The molecular link between 
the CMSC and FAs requires binding of the LD motif in KANK pro-
teins to folded talin R7, which occurs in a thin rim around the FA 
outer edge (Fig. 3; Bouchet et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2016b). KANK1 
was identified as a myosin-II–dependent component of adhesions 
(Kuo et al., 2011) consistent with tension-dependent microtubule 
targeting of adhesions (Kaverina et al., 2002). FAs thus exhibit a 
KANK-dependent spatially and mechanically regulated microtu-
bule-targeting mechanism that is crucial for cell migration.

Cellular mechanosensing through the FA clutch
Multiple studies have identified a key role for talin in cellular 
sensing of the mechanical properties of the matrix and exter-
nally applied forces through the matrix/substrate (Sun et al., 

Figure 3. Talin as an MSH. Talin contains mul-
tiple linkages to the actin cytoskeleton and also 
links to microtubules (Bouchet et al., 2016; Sun et 
al., 2016b) and intermediate filaments (Sun et al., 
2008). Depending on the cytoskeletal linkages 
engaged, different domains will be under tension, 
resulting in different sets of bound ligands and 
different signaling outputs.
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2016a). Current models propose that the dynamic linkage be-
tween the matrix and actin—the FA “clutch”—mediates these 
processes, with talin rod domain unfolding a key element. The 
central notion here is that changes in substrate stiffness or exter-
nally applied forces alter the rate of force loading onto the bonds 
within the matrix–integrin–talin–actin pathway. These bonds are 
intrinsically dynamic, binding and unbinding rapidly to transmit 
force while allowing retrograde actin flow.

Forces often stabilize adhesions, suggestive of “catch bonds,” 
which paradoxically stabilize under tension. This behavior is 

quite rare in nature but is common in cytoskeletal and adhe-
sive proteins, as befits proteins that evolved to transmit ten-
sion. Talin rod domain unfolding to allow vinculin binding 
and reinforcement of the actin connection is one mechanism 
of force-dependent strengthening, operating on time scales of 
10s of seconds and longer. The integrin–ECM bond also exhibits 
tension-dependent stabilization on time scales of seconds or less 
(Kong et al., 2009, 2013). Importantly, matrix compliance and ex-
ternal forces modify the ongoing dynamics to control not only ad-
hesion strength but also signaling outputs. A recently developed 
computational model linking the lifetime of the matrix–integrin–
talin–actin connection to stiffness sensing closely related bond 
lifetimes to downstream signaling (Elosegui-Artola et al., 2017). 
In this model, the force-loading rate was the critical variable that 
controlled the lifetime of the bonds within adhesion complexes, 
thereby controlling multiple signaling outputs.

The FA clutch introduces a temporal aspect to the MSH 
model. Talin within the molecular clutch will undergo cycles of 
tension and release. We hypothesize that the duration of these 
cycles as well as the magnitude of the forces should determine 
which domains unfold or refold and which ligands are induced 
to bind or unbind during the cycles. Furthermore, these tem-
poral features are predicted to determine the talin-dependent 
signaling outputs involved in mechanosensing through integ-
rin-mediated adhesion.

Talin tension and adhesion assembly
Data from multiple approaches paint a picture in which adhe-
sion assembly requires a series of progressive talin-mediated 
mechanosensitive events. These presumably begin when acti-
vated talin binds the integrin β-cytoplasmic domain via the talin 
FERM domain and actin via ABS3 (Fig. 3). The resultant tension 
on talin initially opens the R3 domain, which acts as a gate-
keeper to adhesion assembly (Goult et al., 2013; Yao et al., 2014; 
Atherton et al., 2015; Elosegui-Artola et al., 2016). This conforma-
tional change has several consequences. First, it allows vinculin 
recruitment, strengthening the connection to actin and driving 
adhesion maturation (Atherton et al., 2016). Furthermore, ABS2 
binds actin poorly in the absence of force, as it is inhibited by 
the adjacent rod domains R3 and R9 (Atherton et al., 2015). Force 
through ABS3 and unfolding of the R3 domain is thus expected 
to release this autoinhibition to activate ABS2. Doing so would 
also expose the VBS immediately adjacent to ABS2. Maintaining 
ABS2 in an inactive state until the initiation of adhesion assem-
bly is likely important to prevent inadvertent high-affinity en-
gagement with actin in the wrong place, keeping it cryptic until 
adhesion maturation.

Integrating these ideas with newer data from tension sen-
sors (Kumar et al., 2016; Ringer et al., 2017) implies that distinct 
domains will be under tension at different stages of adhesion 
maturation. Tension may be lower in newer talin–actin linkages 
but will affect the entire length of the protein. Mature linkages 
appear to contain talin under higher tension but also tension that 
is mainly carried by ABS2; R9–R13 would then be under low/no 
tension and fully folded. These ideas lead to the hypothesis that 
talin in young versus old adhesions will be bound to a distinct set 
of ligands and transmit a distinct set of signals.

Figure 4. Talin as a series of mechanochemical switches. (A) The force-in-
duced unfolding of the 13 talin rod domains R1–R13. Six force-extension 
curves are shown (at a loading rate of 3.8 pN/s), and each step in the profile 
corresponds with a single domain unfolding independently and undergoing 
mechanical switching. Adapted with permission from Yao et al. (2016). (B–D) 
Schematic diagram representing mechanochemical switches I–IV. (B) In the 
absence of mechanical force, the four domains are folded, and multiple ligands 
can bind simultaneously. (C) Mechanical force causes one domain (in this fig-
ure, domain II) to unfold, which drives a switch in binding partners on that 
domain. The other three domains remain folded and bound to their ligands. 
(D) Higher mechanical force causes a second domain (in this figure, domain 
IV) to unfold, switch binding partner, and further alter the signaling complex 
on that talin. Talin has 13 rod domains that exhibit this switch-like behavior, 
so multiple permutations of switch states and MSH complexes are possible 
on a single talin.
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Nonmechanical signaling through the talin MSH
In addition to regulation by force, talin can be posttranslationally 
modified, including phosphorylation (Ratnikov et al., 2005), gly-
cosylation (Hagmann et al., 1992), methylation (Gunawan et al., 
2015), arginylation (Zhang et al., 2012), SUMOylation (Huang et 
al., 2018), and ubiquitination (Huang et al., 2009) on a number of 
sites (Gough and Goult, 2018). All of these will likely impact talin 
interactions and function. Intracellular pH is also well recognized 
as a second messenger that is precisely regulated by the sodium–
protein antiporter and other ion transporters (Schönichen et al., 
2013). Indeed, some of the first evidence that integrins can sig-
nal came from studies of intracellular pH (Schwartz et al., 1989, 
1991). Local activation of the antiporter at sites of adhesion can 
result in local pH gradients, with the highest pH within the ad-
hesions (Choi et al., 2013). Talin ABS3 binding to actin is strongly 
pH dependent (Srivastava et al., 2008), and other interactions 
may be as well. Talin interacts with moesin, which directly re-
cruits sodium/hydrogen exchanger 1 (NHE-1; Beaty et al., 2014), 
thus forming a key autoregulatory loop.

Further implications and speculations
Ligand interactions
The talin R8 rod domain is unique in two respects. First, R8 in 
its folded state appears to be particularly active in binding li-
gands, including RIAM, DLC1, actin, paxillin, and α-synemin 
(Calderwood et al., 2013). This characteristic may be related to 
its unique position in the talin rod as it is held outside the line 
of force via insertion into a loop in R7. Thus, it remains folded 
and able to bind ligands under relatively high tension (Gingras 
et al., 2010; Yan et al., 2015; Yao et al., 2016). However, multiple 
binding partners introduce additional possibilities. While indi-
vidual ligand proteins might compete for the same binding site, 
the helix addition binding mechanism creates a distinct opportu-
nity. Four- and five-helix bundles contain four or five interfaces 
between adjacent helices, each of which has the potential to bind 
ligands. Indeed, the FAK four-helix-bundle FAT domain can en-
gage LD motif peptides on opposite faces (Hoellerer et al., 2003). 
Importantly, a ligand that binds to the folded state will stabilize 
the folded state required for other ligands. Under mechanical 
loads, binding of multiple ligands will thus be cooperative. Con-
versely, a ligand that stabilizes the unfolded state will facilitate 
binding by other unfolded state ligands. While it remains to be 
experimentally validated, this favors a scenario where individ-
ual talin domains might tend to have multiple ligands bound or 
else none. One particularly interesting but unanswered ques-
tion is how actin binding is affected by domain unfolding and 
vinculin binding.

Temporal interactions
Talin rod domains exhibit hysteresis: forces of 10–15 pN at a 
force-loading rate of a few piconewtons per second may be re-
quired to induce unfolding, but refolding only occurs once force 
drops below ∼3 pN (Yao et al., 2016). One would predict that 
proteins like vinculin that bind the unfolded state should fur-
ther stabilize the unfolded domains, essentially locking talin rod 
domains in an open conformation and further increasing hys-
teresis. Indeed, activated vinculin constructs stabilize adhesions 

to inhibition of myosin-dependent contractility (Humphries et 
al., 2007; Carisey et al., 2013). We speculate that this hysteresis 
effectively provides adhesions with “memory” of past forces: a 
talin that experiences a spike in force at some point will have 
unfolded rod domains that will not refold until force drops to 
<3 pN. In this way, early forces in adhesion development could 
imprint talin, locking domains in a given combination of folded 
and unfolded states that persist for longer times and influence 
signaling outputs.

A second form of temporal complexity derives from the fact 
that vinculin and probably other ligands for the unfolded state 
bind to a single talin α-helix in each bundle. If unengaged, these 
helices will completely unfold to random coils under rather low 
forces. This result implies that an exposed VBS helix that does 
not immediately engage vinculin can be pulled into a disordered 
conformation that inhibits vinculin engagement. Such effects 
introduce the potential for biphasic effects of force, and may 
be important, for example, in adhesion disassembly under high 
forces (Yao et al., 2014). Many protein–protein interactions are 
mediated by linear polypeptide motifs, suggesting that the fully 
unfolded linear form of the bundles may reveal additional bind-
ing sites for hitherto unknown ligands that can engage talin via 
this mode of binding.

Lastly, talin domain unfolding may impact the previously 
discussed force-loading rate that mediates molecular dynam-
ics within the adhesions. Stochastic simulations based on the 
force-dependent unfolding and refolding rates of talin rod do-
mains suggest that talin can act as a molecular “shock absorber” 
(Yao et al., 2016). This idea is based on the simple physical princi-
ple that unfolding of talin rod domains under tension should de-
crease the tension and slow the loading rate on other components 
in the mechanical chain. In contrast, refolding of the domains 
after tension decreases could slow the rate of tension decrease. 
This has important implications on all mechanosensitive inter-
actions taking place along each talin molecule. These effects have 
the potential to alter the loading or unloading rate on talin and on 
the entire matrix–integrin–cytoskeleton assembly to affect the 
behavior of mechanosensitive (catch or slip) bonds.

Conclusion: The talin code
We envisage a talin molecule as a series of mechanochemical 
switches simultaneously decorated with numerous ligand pro-
teins to form a signaling hub that we name the MSH. The talin 
MSH can integrate the magnitude and history of mechanical 
forces, the expression and activation state of ligand proteins, and 
its own posttranslational modifications to determine adhesion 
structure and signaling outputs. This role for talin fits with its 
high evolutionary conservation (Senetar and McCann, 2005), in-
cluding the length of its rod domain and the universal presence 
of all 13 talin rod domains.

The ability of talin to parse diverse multiple inputs to deter-
mine robust, reproducible signaling responses leads us to view 
the role of talin as an MSH as a type of “code”; that is, a network of 
binding events organized in time and space that confers meaning 
in the form of signaling outputs. We propose that such a talin 
code enables cells to generate diverse adhesive structures with 
high fidelity. Deciphering the talin code in the face of multiple 
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ligands, different force thresholds, and different structural con-
figurations will require combining single-molecule approaches 
with systems biology to reveal and integrate vast amounts of in-
formation encodable within this network. While this task may 
seem daunting, we should remind ourselves that the cells figured 
it out some time ago.
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